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For January’s wine collective, I’ve 
decided to take y’all to Italy’s food 
capital: Emilia-Romagna!  Emilia-Romag-
na’s contributions to the world include 
Ferrari, Prosciutto, Mortadella and Par-
migiano (just to name a few).  Because of 

this, the wines from this region are 
often left out of the spotlight.  We must 
change that!  Many of the wines from this 
region are a fizzy style and are meant to 
be both fun and functional (bubbles are 
not only festive but helpful in the 

digestion of an exceptionally rich cui-
sine of the area).  

I have had a long love affair with this 
region, heck my IG handle is @LAMBRUS-
CO574!  This region encompasses all of 
the Italian foods we all crave and love, 
so let’s dive in and support these local 

farmers!   

Remember there is always more!  Shoot me 
an email if you’d like to purchase anoth-
er bottle of something in your pack that 

you loved.  
jacqueline@macchialina.com 

Cheers and thank you! 
 

#MacchInMyGlass

The oldest winery that we know of is Armenian, 
dating to 4100 BCE. However, the Phoenicians 

spread wine around the Mediterranean in the tenth 
century BCE, introducing the drink to the ancient 
Greeks, who in turn inspired the Romans to become 

wine fanatics and grow grapes across their 
empire. We owe our modern wine culture to each of 

them. 

This month enjoy this luscious Coffee Cake
by Alix Furjanic. A study on cravings, she really 
wanted that perfect, delicious, sour cream cake, 
with brown sugar laced through it, brown butter 
icing, and that nutty coffee flavor. So, she made 

it!
Enjoy the morning after you’ve consumed all this 

wine with a nice cup of coffee! 

Stay tuned to @thecrumbchronicle and @macchialina 
for Alix’s next Pop-Up!

#MacchAtMyHouse
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AL DI LA DEL FIUME
‘FRICANDO’ 2019
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CLETO CHIARLI
‘VIGNETO CIALDINI’ 2019

Producer: Al Di La Del Fiume 
Name: Fricando 
Variety: 100% Albana
Vintage: 2019
Agricultural Technique: Biodynamic
Location: Emilia-Romagna, Italy 

Founded in 2004, Azienda Agricola Al di là 
del Fiume (“The Farm Beyond the River”) is 
a small family farm practicing Biodynamic 
techniques.  Though Danila, Gabriele and 
Adriano own and farm about 66 acres, only 
about 7 are planted to vines. After a long 
fermentation with skin contact (3 months), 
the orange-colored wine is bottled un-
fined, unfiltered, and without sulfur.  
Fuller-bodied, dry. Slightly oxidative 
with herbs, silky mouthfeel, and a fruit 
profile of stone fruit and orange peel. 
Minerals, herbs, and delicate tannins.  

What is skin contact aka “orange wine”?
Skin-contact wines are white wines made 
like red wines. They ferment with the 
grape skins (typically in white wine 
making they remove the skins), which give 
wine its color. Depending on how long the 
juice ferments with the skins—anywhere 
from a few hours to many months—skin-con-
tact wines can range in color. It can also 
add characteristics of a red wine like a 
bigger body and more tannin, while main-
taining the acidity of a white wine.

 

Producer: Cleto Chiarli 
Name: Vigneto Cialdini
Variety: 100% Lambrusco Grasparossa
Vintage: 2019
Location: Castelvetro, Emilia-Romagna, Italy 

I was 19 when I had this wine for the first time, 
and it was my “ahah” moment that made me realize 
just how freaking cool wine is!  Lambrusco gets 
a bad rap, you may remember “Riunite on 
Ice…that’s nice” or have seen a gallon jug with 
an inch worth of dust on the bottom shelf at a 
liquor store, usually a very sweet version - but 
I promise you Lambrusco is a category that has 
many styles and the Cleto Chiarli family is out 
to prove that! The Lambrusco Grasparossa grape 
makes the boldest of the Lambrusco wines with 
flavors of black currant and blueberries, sup-
ported by moderately high mouth drying tannin.  
Think lasagna, bolognese, cream sauces- I know 
what you’re thinking, but trust me! 

If you love this – swing by Macch as we have sev-
eral styles of Lambrusco.  
Helpful hint on how to open this bottle can be 
found: 
https://www.instagram.com/p/B-w7puHAoTE/
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FATTORIA MORETTO 
PIGNOLETTO FRIZZANTE 2019
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LA STOPPA 
‘TREBBIOLO’ 2019

Producer: Fattoria Moretto 
Name: Pignoletto Frizzante
Variety: 100% Pignoletto
Vintage: 2019
Agricultural Technique: Organic
Location: Emilia-Romagna, Italy 

The Western part of Emilia-Romagna specializes 
in fizzy wines, whether they are white, red or 
some shade in between, made from any number of 
intriguing indigenous varieties.  These wines 
are the perfect match for richer dishes as the 
acidity and bubbles tend to compliment rather 
than overpower, in a way wiping your palate 
clean and quenching your thirst just in time for 
another bite.  
Pignoletto aka Grechetto Gentile can be found in 
both still and sparkling styles.  Fattoria 
Moretto’s frizzante pignoletto is tart & juicy 
with a blast of fresh herbs and citrus.  

It is not yet well known, probably because the 
locals are drinking it all up – so consider 
yourselves now in the know! ;) 

 

 

Producer: La Stoppa 
Name: Trebbiolo 
Variety: 60% Barbera & 40% Bondarda (aka Croatina) 
Vintage: 2019
Agricultural Technique: Organic
Location: Emilia-Romagna, Italy 

The La Stoppa winery believes that a wine is born 
in the vineyard, and as a result have focused all 
their energy on preserving and improving their 
vineyards by letting the vines grow autonomously, 
without fertilization or weed killers.  The culti-
vation process is all done by hand - to ensure 
that greater attention is given to the quality of 
the grape selection.

A wild, earthy expression with notes of leather, 
a bit of barnyard, spice and potpourri. 
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MIRCO MARIOTTI 
‘SET E MEZ’
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PODERI DAL NESPOLI
‘PAGADEBIT DI ROMAGNA’ 2016

Producer: Mirco Mariotti 
Name: Sèt e Mèz
Variety: 100% Fortana
Vintage: Non-Vintage 
Agricultural Technique: Organic
Location: Bosco Eliceo, Emilia-Romagna, Italy 

These beach vines (some reaching over 100 yrs 
old) match our Miami beach lifestyle oh so per-
fectly!  Mirco Mariotti’s vines are located in 
the unique seacoast area of Bosco Eliceo. Here 
he grows the Fortana grape which benefits 
greatly from the salty, sandy, windy, with al-
ternating fog and sun conditions.
Packed with strawberry, watermelon and a salty 
finish, you’re going to want to light up the 
grill, the perfect bbq wine! 

Petillant Naturel aka Pet-Nat means that the 
wine is bottled during the initial fermenta-
tion, in this case with the addition of grape 
must allowing a secondary fermentation to take 
place inside the closed bottle, which creates 
the bubbles.  It’s a risky, challenging ven-
ture as you’re essentially bottling an unfin-
ished product, but that’s part of the fun and 
mystery! 
 

  
 

 

Producer: Poderi Dal Nespoli 
Name: Pagadebit di Romagna
Variety: 85% Bombino Bianco & 
15% Sauvignon Blanc 
Vintage: 2016
Location: Emilia-Romagna, Italy 

The history of Poderi Dal Nespoli spans four gener-
ations of Romagna winemakers with an unshakeable 
faith in their land and its fruits, tirelessly ded-
icated to its promotion by means of constant re-
search and improvement.  
The name Pagadebit means “repaying the debts” and 
refers to the productivity and resistance of Bombi-
no Bianco, which made it possible for farmers to pay 
their debts even in the worst vintages. In the 
mid-‘60s, this variety was close to extinction, as 
a single vine row survived.  From that moment, 
thanks to technological improvements and to the 
commitment of a few producers of the area, Pagadeb-
it has regained its place among the wines of Romag-
na.  A fresh, savory & aromatic character that pairs 
perfectly with a variation of veggies.
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PODERI DAL NESPOLI
 ‘IL NESPOLI’ 2013
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SANTA GIUSTINA
 BONARDA 2018

Producer: Poderi Dal Nespoli 
Name: Sangiovese di Romagna Riserva  
Variety: 100% Sangiovese
Vintage: 2013
Location: Emilia-Romagna, Italy 

The history of Poderi del Nespoli spans four gener-
ations of Romagna winemakers with an unshakable 
faith in their land and its fruitsThis Sangiovese 
has an intense red ruby color and demonstrates a 
well-structured and ripe character. It is a wine of 
great complexity combining typical cherry and plum 
notes of the Sangiovese variety together with notes 
of licorice and roasted coffee beans which come 
from the aging in French barrique, following by 
stainless steel tanks. A touch of vanilla is coming 
from the wise but modest use of American oak. Soft 
and warm, with well-balanced tannins, it has an 
excellent potential for ageing.  
Although it is difficult to generalize as each pro-
ducer has their own style, Sangiovese from Romagna 
tends to have lower acidity, higher alcohol and 
tannins in comparison to Sangiovese grown in Tos-
cana. 
Grill up a steak and pop this bottle open! 

Producer: Santa Giustina 
Name: Bonarda 
Variety: 100% Bonarda
Vintage: 2018 
Agricultural Technique: Organic
Location: Emilia-Romagna, Italy 

Picturesque hardly describes the perfect back-
drop to what the estate calls their ‘village’ (a 
few 1000-year-old buildings, a church, and their 
wine-making facilities), sitting at 300 meters 
above sea level with the famous Po Valley and 
Alps in the distance over perfect undulating 
hills.  The property is comprised of many differ-
ent crops, forests, vineyards, and a private 
game reserve.   Their viticultural and vinicul-
tural practices are extremely natural in princi-
ple, finding it completely unnecessary to inter-
vene with the natural magic of the grapes they 
farm.  Bright and explosive fruits with red cur-
rants, raspberries, and plums hit the palate 
while being backed by persistent and clean acid-
ity and soft but grippy tannins. The overall bal-
ance and structure is full yet playful. A bit 
reminiscent merlot.  
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SANTA GIUSTINA
ORTRUGO 2018

Producer: Santa Giustina 
Variety: 100% Ortrugo 
Vintage: 2018
Agricultural Technique: Biodynamic
Location: Colli Piacentini, Emilia-Romagna, 
Italy
Follow: @santagiustina

Santa Giustina is the kind of Italian winery 
that hipster dreams are made of. Situated in 
a 1,000-year-old town in the foothills of 
the Alps, but using modern minimal-inter-
vention practices and polyculture (a form of 
agriculture in which more than one species 
is grown at the same time and place in imi-
tation of the diversity of natural ecosys-
tems) to create a biodynamic product. 

The Ortrugo grape is native to Emilia Romag-
na.  The variety was once almost wiped out 
in favor of Malvasia, although a push from 
local producers in the late 20th Century has 
led to Ortrugo now being one of the most 
planted varieties around its hometown of Pi-
acenza in the northwestern corner of Emil-
ia-Romagna.

Santa Giustina hand-harvests the Ortrugo at 
maximum ripeness, then it’s pressed in clus-
ters and rested at a low temperature before 
fermentation. Goals right? In the end this 
well-balanced, brightly acidic white has a 
natural “vivace” spritz in the glass. Per-
fect for toasting.


